
Montessori Day 21 -3K, 4K, 5K    

      Language  
  
*cut up alphabet letters and pictures from 
supplemental materials.  
  
Group 1 – a, m, s, t, g, r 

apple, mop, sun, top, gum, ring  
 

Group 2 –  b, o, x, c, n, j 
bat, octopus, box, cat, net, jack 
 
Group 3 – d, e, h, l, w 
dog, egg, hat, log, wig 
Group 4 – f, p, k, u, z 
fan, pig, kite, umbrella, zebra 
Group 5 – q, i, v, y 

queen, igloo, van, yoyo 

  
  
*worksheet  

Watch and listen to the story Lola Plants 
a Garden ,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OC7qurRN37A  
Recall details of the story. Lola loves the poem Mary Mary Quite Contrary and wants to plant 
a garden. She plants and works the garden and then at the end her friends come over and 
share her bounty.  
Reading Comprehension:   
3K- Talk about what you would plant in your garden. Would it be flowers, vegetables, fruit? 
Maybe all of them.  Memorize 
“Mary Mary” https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46959/mary-mary-quite-contrary  
4K – Talk about what you would plant in your garden. Draw your garden. Dictate what they 
would plant.  
5K- Talk about what you would plant in your garden. Draw out your garden and label where 
and what types of plants you would have.   
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3k – Sing the alphabet song the normal way, and then sing it using just the sounds!  
4K– Group 2– letter sets – Have your child name the pictures only.  Turnover and let them 
try to remember the names.  Complete until they remember all, renaming if they forget. (If 
they don’t remember after a couple of rounds, stop and come back at another time.)  After 
they name all, introduce one letter at a time.  Make the shape of the letter and then say the 
sound that it makes (try not to say the name of the letter, only the sound it makes.) Do it 
three times and then have your child repeat.  Place the picture with the beginning sound 
under the letter. Do this with each remaining letter.  When finished, gather the pictures, mix 
up the letters and let your child find the match of the beginning sound. When finished, clean 
up and put the letters away. (If your child wants to do it again, that’s fine too!)  
5K –* Use the alphabet letters and the cvc pictures provided for day 1. (tag, rib, hot, bed, 
sun) Place the letters in abc order.  Spell each picture/word one at a time using the letters.  
Write down each word after you build it on the paper.  Write simple sentences with the 
words after you build them - “I like the dog. Or I see a log.”) (Remember to use spaces, 
capital letter at the beginning and names, and end with punctuation.)  
  
My Lexia can be used for an additional 15 minutes.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OC7qurRN37A
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46959/mary-mary-quite-contrary


  
Math  
  

  
  
Sensorial  
  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
Review: Numbers 1-10, Golden Beads/Decimal Tray  
3K- Play the knock, knock game with number cards 1-10, take out the numbers that the child 
knows after the first round, and play again helping them say and identify the numbers they 
are still learning. Tell them the correct name if they say another name or no name at all. 
Have them use their finger to trace over the number as they say it.  
4K-  show the golden unit ( 1 bead) bead, say “This is one unit”,  show the golden ten bar say 
“This is a ten bar”  
Show the golden 100 square and say “This is a 100 square” Show the golden 1,000 cube and 
say “This is a 1,000 cube. Have the child repeat each phrase after you.  
then lay them all out from the smallest (unit bead) on the right to the largest (1,000 cube) on 
the left. Ask “Where is the unit bead?...10 bar?...100 square?...1,000 cube? Then pick one up 
and say “What is this? And continue until all 4 are identified. If the child cannot recall or says 
the wrong thing, just say what it is and move on.  (Adults, pat yourself on the back, you’ve 
just done a Montessori 3 period lesson with a 4 year old!! Yay for you!)   
5K- Same as the 4K lesson, this time add the numeral cards that correspond Example: 1 unit 
bead goes with the green 1 number card, 10 bar goes with the blue 10 number card, 100 
square goes with red 100 number, and 1,000 cube goes with green 1,000 number card. Now, 
mix the numerals up and have the child place them under the correct bead (s).  
  

  

Science: Spring  
Use this link to access the 
lesson.  https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
Scroll down to the day 5 lesson. Watch the book video And Then It’s Spring. Discuss the story 
with your child. Take a walk around the neighborhood (or your own yard) and look for the 
colors of spring.  
  
Social Studies:  

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html


Cultural  
  

Do you know what Earth Day is? Let’s find out from the Lorax.  
Go to this website:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQK6x4eH04M  
Make a list of things your family can do to help the earth.   
Do something you heard about in the story.  
  

  
                                Practical Life  

Practical Life:  
Ask an adult if you can use a handheld pencil sharpener.  Gather all the un sharpened pencils 
in your house.  Put on some good music.  Start sharpening!    

Art: In this painting, The Pink Peach Tree, the painter Vincent can Gogh is trying to 

capture springtime in a picture.  What do you feel when you look at this painting?  
Where was this painting painted?  It is said that it was so windy during this time 
Vincent van Gogh had to tie his easel down to keep it from being blown away.  Have 
you ever painted or drawn outside?  Find some art materials and go outside and draw 
a spring scene from your yard.   
  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQK6x4eH04M


Montessori Day 22 -3K, 4K, 5K    

      Language  
  
*cut up alphabet letters and pictures from 
supplemental materials.  
  
Group 1 – a, m, s, t, g, r 

apple, mop, sun, top, gum, ring  
Group 2 –  b, o, x, c, n, j 
bat, octopus, box, cat, net, jack 
Group 3 – d, e, h, l, w 
dog, egg, hat, log, wig 
Group 4 – f, p, k, u, z 
fan, pig, kite, umbrella, zebra 
Group 5 – q, i, v, y 

queen, igloo, van, yoyo 

  

Watch and listen to the story Planting a 
Rainbow ,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_WhqKfIWSs  
Recall details of the story. The narrator talked about how they prepared their garden and 
how they planted seeds and bulbs to make a garden full of rainbow colored flowers.  They 
bought seeds to plant, bought seedlings in the spring and then watched the rainbow 
grow.  At the end they know they can start over again.  
Reading Comprehension:   
3K, 4K, 5K – How many details can you recall? Use the words, beg, middle end.   
4K – Talk about what happened at the beg, middle, end of story.  
5K-* Use Beg, Mid and End sheet. Draw/write what happened at the beginning, middle, 
and end of the story.  
4k and 5k -Go outside and find as many different colored flowers as you can!  
  
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K – Go outside and see how many different colored flowers you can find.    
4K – Repeat lesson from Day 21. If your child was able to match – let them practice on 
their own. Observe to see if they can match them independently. If unable, have them 
rename pictures, and then just trace letters and say sounds to help with remembering.  
They can then point to the letter and say “i, i – igloo" etc., Clean up and put away.  
5K- Repeat lesson from Day 21 using Day 2. (wet, lid, ham, nut, cob) Today, write rhyming 
words for each picture/word that you built.  How many of each can you rhyme?  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_WhqKfIWSs


  
Math  
  

  
  
Sensorial  
  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count 
with.  
  
Numbers/Clocks  
3K – Continue identifying numbers 1-10 and playing games. If it’s nice out go outside with 
sidewalk chalk (or inside with crayons) and write each number, then have the child trace 
over the number with a different color chalk/crayon.  
4K- Practice the above but expand to 11-20.   
5K- Use the blank clock template. Find an analogue clock in your house (or use a device 
with the analogue face on it) to talk about the clock. Talk about and notice the numbers 
and the arrangement. Talk about clockwise and counter clockwise. Let the child fill in the 
numbers.  
  
Shapes  
Cut out the pink tower blocks from the sheet. Line them up from smallest to largest, put 
them on top of one another from largest to smallest. Create one or more of the below or a 
new creation of your own.  

   
  



  

Cultural  
  

Science: Spring  
Use this link to access the 
lesson. https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
Scroll down to the Day 5 lesson. Click the Watch the Video link The Sounds of Spring. Look 
at the Key Words with your child then watch the video. Discuss the sounds of spring your 
child heard from the video. Take the Quiz Wiz. Have your child take paper and pencil or 
crayons outside in the yard. Have your child sit still and listen for a minute. Then have your 
child write or draw what sounds were heard such as a bird for birdsong or a leaf for 
rustling from the wind blowing. Discuss your child’s picture and the spring sounds that 
were heard.  
  
Social Studies:  
Watch and sing “The Continent Song” here:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JIZOhuKremE"  
What is your favorite continent?   
You can learn some interesting things about it by visiting this web site:  
https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/geography-facts.html  
Draw a picture of something you saw and learned about your favorite continent.  
5K write something new you learned about your favorite continent.  
  

  
                                Practical Life  

Gardening  
You probably have been doing some gardening.  You can help finish your gardening tasks 
by cleaning all of your garden equipment.  Ask an adult if you can wash the garden 
equipment.  Find a bucket or a wash bin, vinegar, a scrub brush, and dish soap. Fill the 
bucket/bin with water and a little dish soap.  Soak the equipment in the soapy water.  
Scrub each item and rinse with a hose.  Then fill the bucket/ bin with water and vinegar.  
Let the equipment soak in the solution.  The vinegar will kill the mold.  Let the equipment 
dry and put it away.  
Art: This painting called Spring, by Pieter Brueghal the younger. It was painted in the 
1600’s.  This painting shows a community in the spring time.  What are they doing?  Are 
they working together?  Draw a picture of your family and how they prepare for spring.   
  
  

 

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JIZOhuKremE
https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/geography-facts.html


Montessori Day 23 -3K, 4K, 5K    

      
Language  
  
*cut up alphabet letters and pictures from 
supplemental materials.  
  
Group 1 – a, m, s, t, g, r 

apple, mop, sun, top, gum, ring  
Group 2 –  b, o, x, c, n, j 
bat, octopus, box, cat, net, jack 
 
Group 3 – d, e, h, l, w 
dog, egg, hat, log, wig 
Group 4 – f, p, k, u, z 
fan, pig, kite, umbrella, zebra 
Group 5 – q, i, v, y 

queen, igloo, van, yoyo 

  

Watch and listen to the story Plant a Kiss  ,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPuy_x-Jlcs  
Recall details of the story. What happened at the beginning of the story (she planted a kiss)  the 
middle (she watered it and spoke to it, and waited until it grew) the end (she took her kiss and 
passed it out everywhere.)  
Reading Comprehension:  Ask:  Can you really plant a kiss?  
3K – Talk about what your favorite part of the story was.  
4K – What would be something silly that you could plant? Draw it as a plant that grows.  
5K- What is something silly you would plant? Draw a picture and write out what you would 
plant and why.  “I would plant a _______________  because _____________________.”  
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K – Opposites – recall the opposite words (to – from, high- low) Think of other opposites, 
maybe you can find some around your house or outside.  
4K – Either continue to practice naming pictures and sounds in Group 2 or use Group 1 and 
Group 2 letter sets. Have your child match sounds to pictures for both sets. Just observe.  May 
need to go over sounds for Group 1.  
5K- * Repeat building words using Day 3. (bun, cab, hen, win, dog) Today, write one rhyming 
word for each picture and then write a simple sentence for 5 words. (Remember to use spaces, 
capital letter at the beginning and names, and end with punctuation.)  
My Lexia can be used for an additional 15 minutes.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPuy_x-Jlcs


  
Math  
  

  
  
Sensorial  
  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
Measuring  
3K – Draw numbers in sidewalk chalk (paper taped to the floor) all over.  Tell the child which 
number to “run, jump, hop, walk, tiptoe, march, etc.” to. Then tell the child another number, 
keep going until all numbers have been practiced. If there are a few numbers that still need to 
be memorized, have them go to that number more than once.  
4K- Write the teen numbers (11-19) number with sidewalk chalk (or crayon on paper) and 
have them do the same as 3K plans above.  
5K- Use the clock the child labeled with numbers the day before. Make two paper arrows or use 
any two pieces of something flat to lay down for the minute and hour hands (make sure the 
hour hand is slightly shorter than the minute). Start with saying “We’re going to tell time by the 
hour today”, Place the minute hand on the 12, say “This is the minute hand, when the minute 
hand is on the 12 the time says o’clock.” Place the hour hand on the 1, say “This is the hour 
hand, when the hour hand points to a number it says that numbers name. This is 1 o’clock.” 
Move the hour hand and say “2 o’clock,” keep going until you’ve gone all the way around. 
Then put the hour hand on a random number and ask “What time is this?” Do it a few more 
times. If the child can do this say “Can you show me 4 o’clock?” Then do a few more like this.  
Shapes  
Cut out the pink tower blocks from the sheet. Line them up from smallest to largest, put them 
on top of one another from largest to smallest. Create one or more of the below or a new 
creation of your own.  
  

  



  

Cultural  
  

Science: Spring  
Use this link to access the 
lesson. https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
Scroll down to the Day 5 lesson. Read the book How Do You Know It’s Spring. Discuss some of 
the facts about spring your child heard in the book. Do the Word Match under 
Puzzlers together.   
  
Social Studies:  
What animals live in North America? Watch this video to see some North American Animals and 
the sounds they make. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77Gzbbk0cvw  
Which animal did you like best? Draw a picture of it.  
5K Write about the animal you drew a picture of.  
  

  
                                Practical Life  

Practical life:   
What North American animals live around your home?  How do you know they are there?  Look 
for signs of raccoons, opossums, squirrels, flying squirrels, owls, hawks, birds, black snakes, etc.  
Share your findings with your family.   
 
Art:  In this painting Bullfinch and Weeping Cherry, Japanese artist Hokusai shows a plant and 

animal that he observed outside. The words are a Haiku that says:   “A single bird emerges, 
drenched by dew, from morning cherry blossom’; it focuses the mind on this single 
moment of stillness, a single moment plucked from the inevitable pull of time.” This is a 
wood block print from 1834.  This means the artist carved out the picture on a wood block and 
then rolled ink on it and then printed it.  You can try this with a potato.  Cut a potato in half.  
Draw a simple picture on the cut potato. Have and adult carve out the picture.  Print your potato 
by pressing it on a stamp pad or some paint.   
  

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77Gzbbk0cvw


  

  
 

 

 

Montessori Day 24 -3K, 4K, 5K    



      
Language  
  
*cut up alphabet letters and pictures from 
supplemental materials.  
  
Group 1 – a, m, s, t, g, r 

apple, mop, sun, top, gum, ring  
Group 2 –  b, o, x, c, n, j 
bat, octopus, box, cat, net, jack 
 
Group 3 – d, e, h, l, w 
dog, egg, hat, log, wig 
Group 4 – f, p, k, u, z 
fan, pig, kite, umbrella, zebra 
Group 5 – q, i, v, y 

queen, igloo, van, yoyo 

   
*worksheet  

Watch and listen to the story When Spring 
Comes ,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IMQguIVLL4  
Recall details of the story. Think about what happens before spring and after spring.  
Reading Comprehension:   
3K – * Spring Sheet – Draw things that remind you of spring, or use colors that remind you of 
spring?  
4K – * Spring Sheet – Think of things in the story that you can draw that remind you of spring.  
5K-* Spring Sheet.  Think of something in the story that starts with each letter in SPRING-
 Write the word using the letter to make an acrostic poem! Illustrate with spring things.  
  
***Post the pictures to Class Tag or send them to your teacher!  
  
Oral Language/Language Concepts/Word Study  
3K – Sequencing – take 2 sets of pictures that show first, next, and last. (Ex: eating cereal – full 
bowl, half eaten bowl, empty bowl.)  Send them to your teacher!  
4K – Match the pictures and letters for Group 1 and Group 2.  Sounding out words with letter 
sets. Make the following word families and put a new letter at the beginning to form the words. 
Practice sounding out.  (-ap – tap,map, sap, lap; -ip lip, sip,tip, jip; -at – bat, mat,sat, fat, pat; -
it bit, sit, lit, fit,pit)  
5K- *Repeat building words using Day 4. (can, bud, lip, box, web) Today, write one rhyming 
word and then write 5 simple sentences using 2 words in each sentence that you built. 
(Remember to use spaces, capital letter at the beginning and names, and end with punctuation.)  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IMQguIVLL4


  
Math  
  

  
  
Sensorial  
  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
Numbers/Clocks  
3K/4K- Use the blank clock template. If the child is able to recall/write numbers have them help 
you fill in the numbers on a clock. Talk about how it tells the time. Make a visual schedule with 
them using a clock. (Small clocks are in the packet). Let them draw pictures of the routines of 
your day and you put a clock with the correct time beside the activity. Let them help decorate a 
mini me from paper that they can place beside each clock during the day. If routines are not an 
established thing in the house, this a GREAT time to make them. Bedtimes should be no later 
than 8pm (we want to keep them on a schedule that isn’t hard to adjust to when we return to 
school).   
5K – Review the o’ clocks together with the large clock. Complete the o’clock sheet in your 
packet, let the child find the correct time and write the number in. You can also create a routine 
chart as above and let them help make the times.  
Shapes:  
Review shapes, make some on paper or with sidewalk chalk. Continue creating with the pink 
tower.  

  

Science: Spring  
Use this link. https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
Click on any of the books to access Book Flix. Click either the home button (blue circle with 
house icon) then click Earth and Sky to find the book Rainy Weather Days or use the search bar 
to find it. Read the book and do the Word Match under puzzlers. Next tell your child there’s a 
rhyme people say, “April showers bring May Flowers.” Ask them what they think it means (rain 
helps make the flowers grow). Depending on the level of the child, have a discussion about what 
living things need to live (air, water, food, sunlight, shelter).  

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html


Cultural  
  

  
  
Social Studies:  
Sing “The Continent Song”  
Today we are going to see the animals of South America. 
Watch:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQK6x4eH04M  
Talk about the animals you saw. Did any remind you of North American animals?   
Make a list of all the animals you saw.  
Draw a picture of your favorite.  
  

  
                                Practical Life  

Practical life:  
Find some Wisteria in your neighborhood.  Ask if you can cut some blooms.  Make a centerpiece 
for your table using the blooms.  You may need a large vase or pitcher.  

    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQK6x4eH04M


Art:  
Look at this painting, Spring by Georgia O’keefe.  The painting seems very simple, yet we can 
clearly see what Georgia O’Keefe was representing.  What do you think the purple is?  What is 
the white line in the middle of the painting?  Can you paint a picture that uses color to represent 
things?  

  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 



Montessori Day 25 -3K, 4K, 5K  

 
      
 Language  

_____ Let your child choose their favorite book for you to read to them.  Recall the details of the story.  
What happened at the beginning of the story, the middle, the end?  
  
Reading Comprehension:   
Create a simple puppet of the character(s) in the story or reenact the story. (Use socks or paper cut outs.)  
Let your child retell the story using the puppets.  
  
Oral Language  
3k ,4K, 5K – Use the tune to the song “It’s Raining it’s Pouring” and make a silly song about things that 
happen in Spring!  Post it on Class Tag or send it to your teacher!  
  
5k - My Lexia can be used for an additional 15 minutes  
  

  
Math  
  

  
  

Counting/Number Sense/ Addition/ Geometry:  
3k, 4k, 5k – Count orally by 10’s, 5’s, and 1’s to 100. Create a new simple beat to count with.  
  
Review and Catch-up on work not completed.   
  
Have a fun Friday! Count the flowers you see on a nature walk, create a hopscotch outside, talk about 
what shapes you see in the natural world.  



Sensorial  

  
  

Cultural  

Science: Spring  
Use this link. https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html  
Go to the day 5 lesson. Click on either book to bring up Book Flix. Click the link Explore the Web under the 
Dive Deeper tab to the left. Scroll to the bottom and click the tab TIme Lapse: Four Seasons. Explain that 
time lapse is when videos are taken over a longer period of time and someone speeds up the video to 
shorten it. Then explain that video was taken of the same place in Canada for over a year (Depending on 
your child’s age, you may want to briefly talk about where Canada is (above us on the North American 
continent) and how it is farther from the equator than where we live so they have colder weather than we 
do usually.) Let them know that the year’s worth of video was shortened to under 5 minutes through time 
lapse. Tell them they will watch the video and look for when the season changes. You can discuss what 
they see as it’s happening or after the video.  
  
Social Studies:  
Go to this website:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21keh7LS8K8  
Listen to the story “Me on the Map”  
You live on the continent of North America. You live in the country the United States of America. You live 
in the state South Carolina. You live in the city Columbia. What street do you live on? Practice saying your 
address. Draw a picture of your house.  
5K- Draw a map of your house.  
  
  
  

  
                                  
Practical Life  

Art/Practical life:  
Guiseppe Arcimboldo painted these four paintings and titled them the Four Seasons in 1563.  He painted 
them to represent the connection between humans and nature.  Gather some natural items outside, 
leaves, flowers, stones, etc.  See if you can make a human face with the things you collected.  Take a 
picture and send it to your teacher!  
  

 

https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21keh7LS8K8

